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Jetpack jump world record

The high jump is probably the 20th century. Indeed, George Horine, whose first high jump world record was recorded adopted by the KIM IAAF, was the pioneer of the Western Roll jump style. Horine approached from the side, kicked up the leg closest to the bar, the bar face is cleaned and then rolled face down the air into the sand pit used at the time. Horine, who competed in
the Western U.S. Olympic trial in 1912, cleared the bar set at 6 feet 7 inches, slightly higher than 2 meters in non-metric units. However, this mark was reduced to 2 meters in the registry. The next four high jump world record holders - all Americans - are also used in Western Roll or a close variation. Edward Beeson was cleared 2.02/6-71/2 in 1914. Harold Osborn, best known for
winning both the high jump and decathlon gold medal at the 1924 Olympics, meet an aau in an AAU 2.03/6-8 set earlier that year on a world high jump mark. Walter Marty crossed the threshold twice in 2.06/6-9 in 1933 and 1934. At the 1936 U.S. Olympic Trials, Cornelius Johnson used Western Roll to clear a world record high of 2.07/6-91/2, while Dave Albritton used slightly
different straddle technique to jump at the same height. Albritton's approach run looked like Western Roll, but he started the roll earlier after takeoff, clearing the bar face down. In 1937, after the anti-diving rule was eliminated, American Melvin Walker set a 2.09/6-101/4 record using the Western Roll variation, in which his head passes over the bar before his feet. Lester Steers
continued to dominate the Americans high jump as the 2.11/6-11 mark was improved in 1941 using the straddle technique. Steers' record continued until 1953, which made him the longest record-breaking record holder ever. American Walt Davis, who continues to play professional basketball, uses his Western Roll/diving technique to clear 2.12/6-111. Three years later, Charles
Dumas began a period of straddle dominance and broke 7 metres, improving the mark of 2.15/7-3/4. In 1957, Russia's Yuri Stepanov became the first non-American athlete to have a men's world high jump record, going 2.16/7-1. His success was controversial because some who wore unusual but legal - thick soled shoes believed he acted like a springboard. The shoes were
soon banned by the IAAF, but Stepanov's record stalled. The U.S. snatched the world mark in 1960 when John Thomas began to run for success. Thomas twice cleared 2.17/7-11/2 in 1960, then set two more records that year, reaching 2.22/7-31/2. Russia's Valeriy Brumel became even more prolific, setting six world records from 1961-63. He topped out 2.28/7-53/4, always
improved the 1 centimeter mark. Brumel's last mark was eight years, but Pat Matzdorf cleared 2.29/7-61/4 in a World All-Star match against Soviet athletes in 1971, bringing the record back to American shores. Fosbury never set a world record, winning gold at the 1968 Olympics to popularized the modern flop technique -- clearing the bar and kicking off first. In 1973, the
American became the first flopper to leave a worldwide mark, clearing Dwight Stones 2.30/7-61/2. In 1976, he achieved this goal twice and reached 2.32/7-71/4. Starting in 2014, he became the last American to hold the men's high jump record. Ukrainian genius Vladimir Yashchenko - competing for the Soviet Union - gave the straddle the final hurrah by setting two world signs. At
the age of 18, he cleared 2.33/7-73/4 in the U.S.-USSR junior double-double in 1977 and reached 2.34/7-81/4 the following year. Every record holder after Yashchenko used the flop style. In May 1980, Poland's Jacek Wszola and 18-year-old Dietmar Mogenburg of West Germany cleared 2.35/7-81/2 a day apart on separate dates. But they shared the record for just two months
before Gerd Wessig of east Germany became the first man to break the high jump record at the Olympics, taking the silver medal to beat 2.36/7-9 as he watched the Wszola record disappear. China's Zhu Jianhua reached three high jump marks in 1983-84 with a time of 2.39/7-10. A pair of Soviet athletes broke the record when Rudolf Povarnitsyn cleared 2.40/7-101/2 in August
and then broke Igor Paklin's record of 2.41/7-11 in September for Igor Paklin, who is now born in Kyrgyzstan. Palkin's mark survived for almost two years until Sweden's Patriarch Sjoberg cleared 2.42/7-111 in 1987. Cuba's Javier Sotomayor was 3008 Olympics because his native Cuba boycotted the event. So he did the next best thing, clearing 2.43/7-11/3/4 and breaking the
world mark in a match in Salamanca, Spain, four days before the Seoul Olympics began. Sotomayor took 2.44/8-0 at the Central American and Caribbean Championships in 1989 and increased to 2.45/8-1/2 in Salamanca in 1993. Sotomayor made just four jumps in his last record attempt, going 2.32, 2.38 and 2.45 on his second attempt. Starting in 2014, the longest-standing
men's high jump is the world record holder and the only one to clear 2 meters. The long jump is the oldest known athletic jump event based on the ancient Greek Olympic Games, so if proper statistics are considered available, a modern world record holder could claim to be the biggest long jumper in more than 2,600 years. Although the technique is different, there is recorded
evidence of an old jumper exceeding 7 meters (23 feet) - he carried hand weights, for example - and Greek authorities have unfortunately neglected IAAF monitoring standards for wind speed, drug testing, etc. Therefore, the long jump world record progression is one of the most important things of the 20th century. The United States dominated the long jump world record charts,
and Americans like Myer Prinstein and Alvin Kraenzlein held generally recognized world records in the late 1890s. But The Great Britain's Peter O'Connor, the first long jump world record holder recognised by the IAAF It's, it's, But Irish-bred O'Connor set an unofficial world record in 1901 and then jumped 7.61 meters (24 feet, 111 inches) in Dublin on August 5, 1901, a
performance later recognized by the IAAF as the first men's long jump world record. O'Connor's mark stood for almost 20 years before he took charge of the first team of American record holders. Edward Gourdin jumped to Harvard in 1921, jumping 7.69/25-23/4 to be the first company to pass the 80-foot mark. Robert LeGendre broke Gourdin's mark at the 1924 Paris Olympics,
but not the long jump either. Instead, LeGendre achieved his record jump of 7.76/25-51/2 during the pentathlon competition. Gourdin reportedly jumped more than 7.8 metres (25-8) the day after the 1924 Olympic long jump final, but did so in an exhibition not approved by the IAAF, so he did not earn back world record status. American DeHart Hubbard jumped 7.89/25-103/4 while
competing for the University of Michigan in 1925 and has the world mark for three years until Edward Hamm reached the 1928 U.S. Olympic Trials 7.90/25-11. Sylvio Cator of Haiti took the world record from the United States in 1928 with a jump of 7.93/26-0. Chuhei Nambu set a record for Japan in 1931 with a 7.98/26-2 effort. Nambu also set a world three-step jump record in
1932 and became the first man to have both horizontal jump records at the same time. Nambu's long jump performance stood up as an Asian record until 1970, but his world mark was broken in 1935 by Jesse Owens during a memorable performance. Owens, who competed in the Big Ten championship for Ohio State, set three world records despite suffering from a back hurt and
tied another in a 45-minute period. He broke the world record of 100 yards on the track and set a world record in 220 yards rushing and 220-yard hurdles. After winning 100, he scored just one try in the long jump, breaking an 8.13/26-8 world record to be the first man to break the 8-metre barrier. Owens tasted the world record in his hands for 25 years before he began attacking
American Ralph Boston's record books. Boston jumped 8.21/26-111/4 to reach the 27-meter threshold twice in 1961, reaching 8.28/27-2. Igor Ter-Ovanesian of the Soviet Union was the hallmark of Boston in 1962. The Ukrainian-born jumper jumped into winds of 0.1 mps but still reached 8.31/27-31/4. Boston evened Ter-Ovanesian's mark in August 1964 and reached the top in
September, leaping 8.34/27-41/4. Boston raised it to the 8.35/27-43/4 standard in 1965 and nieked the Ter-Ovanesian sign while jumping out of altitude in Mexico City in 1967. In 1968, Mexico City was then the most shocking jump site in the history of the long jump. Both Boston and Ter-Ovanesian competed at the 1968 Olympics -- the American would win bronze -- but Boston
was also mentoring that year's best jumper, the other American Bob Beamon. Beamon elimination After fouling him twice, Boston told him His approach begins with back and his opposing foot. Beamon is recommended and easily qualified. In the final, Beamon shocked everyone by rising 21 centimeters beyond the world record on his first attempt . Faithful officials took out a steel
band measure and twice checked beamon's distance into the landing pit before confirming it: 8.90/29-21/2. I didn't go to set any records, Beamon said later. I was only interested in winning a gold medal. Beamon's mark lasted almost 23 years until Mike Powell won a long jumps match against Carl Lewis at the 1991 World Championships. Unlike Beamon, Powell was aiming to
break the world record because he thought he had to break Beamon's mark to beat Lewis. Powell was right, Lewis leapt to a wind support 8.91/29-23/4 to take the lead in the Championship final. Wind powell died 8.95/29-41/4, a legal 0.3 mps down before Lewis and Beamon took the fifth jump, which was measured well enough to beat both. Cuba's Ivan Pedroso jumped from an
altitude of 8.96 in 1995, while the wind gauge read a legal 1.2 mp, while each attempt by the indicator Pedroso was blocked by an Italian coach – contrary to IAAF rules – so it was not even offered to verify the performance. Powell himself reached 8.99 at altitude in 1992, but behind him was more than twice the legal limit of 4.4 mps winds. As of 2016, Powell's memo was on the
record. Books.
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